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Most fire incidents can be resolved
by quick decisive action and the
effective application of the correct
extinguishing medium.
Quick Attack Cart does the same
for any hydrocarbon or any
flammable chemical spill fire at
any warehouse or petrochemical
plants.

one person. Equipped with solid
rubber wheels or optional with the
pneumatic wheels, which can be
easily maneuvered on pavements
or gravels.

Quick Attack Cart is designed with
a rigid and compact Foam tank
manufactured with SS316 sheets
or optionally with GRP to store
foam for adequate operational
Quick Attack Cart is effortlessly time.
portable and can be handled by

QUICK ATTACK FOAM CART

QUICK ATTACK FOAM CART
FEATURES

Foam tank is provided with • Nozzle is equipped with 3
a breathing valve to balance
% and 1% proportioning
pressure inside the tank with
orifice as standard., it can be
ambient pressure and isolate the
Interchangeable
tank from external humidity, dust
or any other debris. Foam tank is • Fitted with cleared dial level
gauge, to ensure level of foam
also equipped with a level gauge to
in tank.
monitor foam level inside the tank
plus a drain plug to flush foam or
• Improved handling and mobility
replace foam inside the tank.
with greater operational stability.
Foam Monitor and master stream
nozzle with an inbuilt educator is • Rapid deployment of foam
extinguishing agent.
available with multiple options on
inlet connections, materials, flow • Low maintenance
rates etc. designed for use with
Class A & Class B foam, Including
AFFF & Fluro-protein. Combination
of straight stream and variable fog
patterns are available.
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